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Abstract. The article examines Anton Bruckner’s late spiritual motets in terms of the composer’s religious worldview. Biographical facts and the history of the creation of church choirs in 1868–1896 are enlightened through the prism of the Christian consciousness of the Austrian polyphonist. As a result of the analytical research the peculiarities of the musical interpretation of the symbolic content of the canonical texts of the motets from the point of view of the unique “mystical experience” of the composer are revealed. The relevance of the modern study of the composer’s spiritual music in the philosophical and theological, psychological and analytical aspects is proved.
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Introduction. Bruckner has never ceased to amaze for over a hundred years. Against the background of active analytical searches of historians-Bruckner-scholars, united, among other things, through the International Society of Anton Bruckner (German Internationale Bruckner-Gesellschaft), today there is a genuine explosion of artistic interest in the church work of the Austrian polyphonist. Bruckner’s motets have long become a stable part of the repertoire of a very significant number of choral groups. Since the beginning of the XX century, Bruckner’s church choirs have very often performed and recorded various choirs not only in Austria but also in other countries. Among them are: the Munich Bishops’ Choir (1931), the vocal ensemble of the Stuttgart Philharmonic (1960), the Church Choir of the Diocese of Linz (1968), the Vienna State Opera Choir (1976), the Cathedral of St. Jadwiga (1980),...
the Dresden Kreuzhnor Boys’ Choir (1985), the Stuttgart Chamber Choir (1991), the Prague Chamber Choir (1993), the Church of the Holy Bride (London, 1994), the Latvian Radio Choir (1996), the Boys’ Choir of Saint Florian Monastery (1997), Malmö Chamber Choir (2004), Tallinn Boys’ Choir (2005), Czech Philharmonic Choir (2006), John Aldis Choir (2013) and others. The range of interpretations is extremely wide, but we will deliberately leave aside the problem of interpreting the composer’s musical heritage. In our opinion, the quality of the music itself, which today resonates so surprisingly with the key challenges of modern society, deserves paramount attention.

First of all, what attracts to Bruckner? It seems that this is the tension of inner life, which boils in his spiritual music, transforming every second. In the expanded confessional space of the composer’s church motets, there are no rules and dogmas. Despite the canonical text, there are no predictable “plot twists” in the music. Signs and symbols of prayer are interpreted much broader than tradition dictates. We find ourselves in the very epicenter of the composer’s inner world: each new piece of music is an open and unpredictable personal story of the author. The composer amazes with his freedom to “speak with God”. In his music, Bruckner is pacified, defenseless, unrestrained, impatient, frightened, “killed” by a sense of guilt and... invariably inspired. As paradoxical as it may sound, but in the hypostasis of a serving monk, the composer allowed himself the luxury of being frank to the limit. It is in this area that he achieves unprecedented revelations, and music – the intense dynamics of figurative changes.

Using the language of metaphors, we can say that Bruckner’s spiritual work is like a door in both directions. On the one hand, church genres have always been the working area of the composer’s life, his daily field of duties – relatively speaking, terra cognita, but on the other hand, work in the church field has turned for the composer into the regularly earned right to touch another being – terra incognita. The sacred presence is not found in the composer’s motets either “with a sign” or by order. The phenomenon of the sacred does not at all belong to the categories of a quantitative order, since it is not the sum of individual personality traits and is not the result of joint mental efforts. Sacred experience is always revealed as a dialogue – highly subjective in terms of content, duration and intensity of experiences. And this is the dialogue that Bruckner made the center of his world.

The music of Bruckner’s church motets is a strange thing: it is directly conditioned by the higher thoughts and life circumstances of the composer, but it seems to exist separately from the author’s personality. Bruckner’s human manifestations can be discussed as much as we would like, but only the measure of the “truthfulness” of his prayer aspirations will be music. The greatest thinker of the XX century Merab Mamardashvili said that there is a very special perception of the world as “not ready”, “not planned”: “This is the world of human participation, but participation at the limit of human strength, which is the order of the life process other than the order of the current life, when we cannot be constantly in a state of concentration” (Mamardashvili, 2000: 219). The famous phrase of Pascal perfectly illustrates this idea: “The agony of Christ will last until the end of the world, and all this time we cannot sleep!”. What is meant by “agony”? According to the philosopher, we are talking about a symbolic event in the spiritual or mental life of a person, which cannot be completed: “It cannot be said about it that it happened and is in the past, behind us. No, it is accomplished in such a way that a person must participate in it in a waking manner all the time. Only then is the meaning of this event an active force in a person” (Mamardashvili, 2000: 220). It is precisely about this “wakefulness” that is worth talking about when reflecting on the value of Bruckner’s motets.

Thus, the aim of the proposed research is to rethink the deep content of the selected late motets of Anton Bruckner in the aspect of the performing interpretation of the ideas of communication with God and living with the mystical experience.

The main objectives of the study are predetermined by the aim of the work:
– to look at the spiritual motet of Anton Bruckner in the aspect of the composer’s religious vision;
– to enlighten the biographical facts and the history of the creation of the late church choirs of the author through the prism of the Christian worldview of the Austrian polyphonist;
– to reveal the peculiarities of the musical interpretation of the symbolic content of the canonical texts of motets in terms of the unique “mystical experience” of the composer;
– to prove the relevance of modern study of spiritual music of the composer in philosophical, theological and psychological and analytical aspects.

Two late motets by A. Bruckner, contrasting in character of musical imagery and dramatic conception, were selected as the material of the research: Locus iste (This place), WAB 23 (1869) and Vexilla regis (The royal banner), WAB 51 (1892).

The research methodology is of a complex character. It is based on a combination of principles of culturological, semantic and historical and musicalological analysis, which allow to reveal more deeply the genre and style specifics of A. Bruckner’s choral work. To solve the research tasks set in the work, the methods of historical and philosophical analysis, holistic analysis of a piece of music, as well as the method of psychoanalytic analysis, allowing to reveal the essence of the phenomenon of “mystical experience” were used.

Scientific novelty lies in the discovery of modern analytical approaches to the choral heritage of A. Bruckner and new performance accents in the interpretation of late spiritual motets of the composer.

Presenting the main material. Researchers attribute the compositions of 1868–1896, created in Vienna, to the late period of A. Bruckner’s work. Among them, it is worth highlighting, first of all, the antiphon Tota pulchra es Maria for tenor, six-part choir and organ (1878), gradual Os justi (1879), motet Christus factus est (1879, 1884), motet Ecce sacerdos magnus for mixed choir, three trombones and organ (1883), motet Virga Jesse (1885).

1 It was in Vienna that the composer twice took this text as the basis of the composition: in 1879 an eight-part motet was written, and in 1884 (May, after the Seventh Symphony and Te Deum) a four-part motet was written.
The composer dedicated the last two works to God, adding an abbreviation “O. A. M. D. G.”. The following year, 1886, A. Bruckner harmonized one of the four so-called Marian antiphons, Ave regina coelorum, to which composers of previous epochs often turned. Although the above-mentioned compositions were created for order, A. Bruckner chose the liturgical texts independently and treated their musical embodiment “with his inherent diligence, clearly aware of the responsibility before God”, say researchers (Drobysh, 2021: 153).

The last composition in the genre of small church choir is Vexilla Regis. The hymn was composed in March 1892 for the church choir of St. Florian “Pure Hearts”. The first concert performance took place in Vienna on April 3, 1898 by the Men’s Choral Society. D. Lokotyanova interprets the creation of a choir with just such a text at the end of his career as a kind of sign, symbol, because the opening lines of Vexilla Regis say:

Vexilla regis prodeunt:
Fulget crucis mysterium
Quo carne carnis condit;
Suspensus est patibulo…

(The Royal Banner forward goes
The mystic Cross refulgent glows:
Where He, in Flesh, flesh who made,
Upon the Tree of pain is laid…)

“Bruckner likened his creative work to the way of the cross, and he took that for granted to the very end to the Glory of God”, the researcher points out (Lokotyanova, 2018: 48). Historians have the same opinion that the late church choirs of Bruckner (1868–1896) represent an organic synthesis of musical and stylistic devices of different eras. Among the most important linguistic elements used by the composer, musicologists name Baroque rhetorical figures, Bach’s polyphony, modal system, Renaissance melodies, canonical text and Medieval chant: “We can say that the style of mature church compositions of the master has absorbed a wide alloy of expressive musical means that embraced the centuries-old tradition of European culture – from archaic medieval to late romantic” (Lokotyanova, 2018: 136).

To justify the provisions proposed in the article, it is advisable to turn to two, contrasting in musical content, samples of Anton Bruckner’s late motet work – Locus iste (This place), WAB 23 (1869) and Vexilla regis (The royal banner), WAB 51 (1892). In the context of the designated problem, the named opuses form two poles, conventionally. If in Locus iste a person is offered the role of an admiring observer, whose spiritual task is to calm down his momentary thoughts and listen to beauty, then in Vexilla regis the listener/performer is prepared for the role of an active builder, almost a pilgrim. However, it should be immediately stipulated that we will not compare both motets, otherwise analytical exercises will lead us to the next quantitative indicators, the list of which in no way contributes to penetration into the essence of the sacred space of these compositions. Our task is to capture the moment of transition to another plane of the spiritual “plot” of the choirs. Only by defining the line dividing the time into before and after, it will be possible, through the found “signs”, to recreate the probable contours of Bruckner’s prayer as an intimate dialogue with God.

One of the most famous choral miniatures by Anton Bruckner is the gradual Locus iste, which has become the first “Viennese” spiritual composition of the author. The motet was written for the monastery choir of the native St. Florian cathedral and performed a month before the premiere of the Second Mass in E minor. The verbal text of the hymn (translated by A. Drobysh – “this place, created by God, is a priceless mystery”) refers to the prayer of the Old Testament

2 The abbreviation stands for “Omnia ad maiorem Dei gloriam”, which means “all to the greater glory of God” and is the motto of the Jesuit order.

3 Marian antiphons are four hymns of Catholic and Orthodox liturgy dedicated to the Mother of God, including the Alma Redemptroris mater (Blessed Mother of the Savior), Ave regina coelorum (Rejoice; Queen of Heaven), and Regina caeli (Queen of Heaven) and Salve Regina (Rejoice, Queen).

4 The text is found in the works of composers of the Renaissance: Guillaume Dufay (approx. 1400–1474), Jacob Obrecht (1457 or 1458–1505), Cristobal de Morales (1500–1553), Tomas Luis de Victoria (1548–1611), Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (1525/1526–1594), Orlando di Lasso (around 1532–1594), Francesco Soriano (1548–1621), the Italian composer Carlo Gesualdo (1566–1613) and others.

5 Recordings:


Frieder Bernius, Kammerchor Stuttgart, Bruckner: Mass in E minor; Ave Maria; Christus factus est; Locus iste; Virga Jesse – CD: Sony CL SK 48037, 1991.

Michael Stenov, Cantores Carmeli, Benefizkonzert Karmelitenkirche Linz – CD/DVD issued by the choir, 2006, and on YouTube.
of King Solomon: “That your Eyes may be opened to this temple day and night, to the place of which you said that You would put Your Name there, to hear the prayer that Your servant will pray in this place” (Drobysh, 2021: 142).

The reference to such a text is symbolic. It is known that A. Bruckner, as a child, as a student of the monastery school, was in the Cathedral of St. Florian, daily contemplated his majestic interior, heard the powerful sound of the organ. Extremely bright, inspired music of a small (48 bars) gradual immediately evokes a state of peace, immerses in the atmosphere of the divine. Perhaps that is why some musicologists consider Locus iste to be the best of Bruckner’s spiritual compositions.

The composition has a clearly defined three-part reprise form with an extended reprise. The syllabic style, the smoothness of the voice, the absence of dissonant consonances and sharp tonal shifts — these are the characteristic features of church music, which were promoted by supporters of the dominant at that time Cecilian movement. The main method of development is sequence. Thus, the first chapter uses an ascending inaccurate sequence (locus iste a Deo factus est, b. 1–8), with which the composer emphasized God’s greatness and holiness. The second chapter (b. 12–29): free imitation is used, the affirmative sound of the sequence in which the bass leads as if “the voice of the high priest”; the word sacramentum is emphasized by a prefix and a descending fifth. In addition, the composer distinguishes the words irreprehensibilis est (“without complaint”) by dynamic contrast (fortissimo – piano), chromatically “sliding” intonations in the tenor (again, the sequence and canonical introduction of voices), dotted with a strong syllable. A. Bruckner emphasized that the place of God’s presence is, firstly, sacred, and secondly, “shrouded” in a mystery, perhaps the mystery of His revelation. The reprise is extended by a deviation in D minor and immediately in E minor, it ends on the forte and after a pause on the pianissimo in a rhythmic expansion a coda sounds— a Deo factus est. Slow motion, a minimum of dynamics – such means reproduce the dissolution in God’s presence.

In the last years of his life, when the composer’s health deteriorated sharply, he continued to work. According to N. Savitskaya, during this period “creative work becomes self-hyperbole, it significantly increases the vital resources and capabilities of the body, but requires self-discipline, maximum effort and all spiritual abilities, wise perception of the high priest”; the word sacramentum is emphasized by a prefix and a descending fifth. In addition, the composer distinguishes the words irreprehensibilis est (“without complaint”) by dynamic contrast (fortissimo – piano), chromatically “sliding” intonations in the tenor (again, the sequence and canonical introduction of voices), dotted with a strong syllable. A. Bruckner emphasized that the place of God’s presence is, firstly, sacred, and secondly, “shrouded” in a mystery, perhaps the mystery of His revelation. The reprise is extended by a deviation in D minor and immediately in E minor, it ends on the forte and after a pause on the pianissimo in a rhythmic expansion a coda sounds— a Deo factus est. Slow motion, a minimum of dynamics – such means reproduce the dissolution in God’s presence.

In the last years of his life, when the composer’s health deteriorated sharply, he continued to work. According to N. Savitskaya, during this period “creative work becomes self-hyperbole, it significantly increases the vital resources and capabilities of the body, but requires self-discipline, maximum effort and all spiritual abilities, wise perception of the high priest”; the word sacramentum is emphasized by a prefix and a descending fifth. In addition, the composer distinguishes the words irreprehensibilis est (“without complaint”) by dynamic contrast (fortissimo – piano), chromatically “sliding” intonations in the tenor (again, the sequence and canonical introduction of voices), dotted with a strong syllable. A. Bruckner emphasized that the place of God’s presence is, firstly, sacred, and secondly, “shrouded” in a mystery, perhaps the mystery of His revelation. The reprise is extended by a deviation in D minor and immediately in E minor, it ends on the forte and after a pause on the pianissimo in a rhythmic expansion a coda sounds— a Deo factus est. Slow motion, a minimum of dynamics – such means reproduce the dissolution in God’s presence.

Contrary to the natural process of existence, there is some kind of human life in another – “not an everyday mode of existence”, said M. Mamardashvili. In other words, according to the scientist, there is a certain structuring of life manifestations, which is carried out by a human being from within his daily natural life, “and to the extent that it is carried out, it is endowed with a different order – we are talking about a state of concentration of all human forces” (Mamardashvili, 2000: 224). Can it be argued that Bruckner in his motets is approaching the designated level of concentration of human emotional resources? And to what extent does the quality of the musical imagery of motets correlate with the author’s understanding of his mission as a serving composer?
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At the stage of choosing and comprehending the text for a new composition (no matter what this choice was dictated in the context of real-life events), the composer seemed to program the path of his future “meeting with God”. From the cornerstone words-supports of prayer, clothed with the living flesh of Bruckner’s prayer aspiration, the skeleton of the mighty tree of the composer’s spiritual thought was formed. At the same time, it is important to distinguish between external and internal factors that led to the birth of a particular composition. If external motives include objective events that formed the history of the creation of a motet (timed to coincide with the days of the church calendar, private orders, various kinds of celebrations, pre-ordained initiations, etc.), then internal motives include invisible spiritual goals that Bruckner set to himself. For the composer, each new opus was not just a fact of creative realization or professional self-affirmation, and not even just an act of church service, but, above all, a matrix of a new spiritual level – another leap towards the desired reunification with God. But is it so easy to always keep in touch with the sacred world? Who among us can boast of the stability of this connection? That is why each Bruckner’s motet is unique, it is about the current moment for the composer. In fact, analyzing Bruckner’s church motets, we are talking about the reconstruction of the composer’s mystical experience through his music. In this sense, we, the descendants, were lucky, because unlike the overwhelming majority of monks living on the planet, we have a musical “diary” of the author’s spiritual endeavors.

Conclusions. The mystical experience of man, so richly and vividly captured in Bruckner’s later church motets, is unique, since there is no single path to God. In the palette of various colors of life, a person each time looks for a new “clue” in order to live a moment of unity and sacred revelation. A disarming feature of Bruckner’s music is the multiplicity of “starting points” in sacred life – in Bruckner’s compositions, dialogue is possible in any life situation, which is why the polyphonist’s work is distinguished by such “stability” of the spiritual core. Bruckner, on the one hand, is not afraid of his “shadow”, and on the other hand, he is not engaged in humiliation. He simply and humbly “gives” himself to God. Hence such a “murderous” sincerity in his music. The composer brings out the most intimate moments of his inner life for everyone to see. Such a disarming honesty is worth learning for anyone trying to transcend themselves.

In different times and spaces, following Bruckner, we are passionately trying to open the way to some kind of universal community. Reflections on the essence of the musical imagery of Anton Bruckner’s later motets, with their colossal potential for soul transformation, suggest that the composer’s mission of the Austrian organist is similar to the asceticism of ancient Christian monks-theologians. The search for spiritual unity with the universe inspired the greatest thinkers of Christian history – Aurelius Augustine, Symeon the New Theologian, Theopan the Recluse, each of whom boldly and openly shared their personal religious experience – unique, difficult, painful, but always transforming the very foundations of the spiritual world. In a similar way, Bruckner’s spiritual heritage should be viewed as a unique mystical experience, which each time is re-lived and recreated thanks to the deep – fundamentally personal – penetration of the performer-interpreter into the sacred mystery.

In modern performing practice, the special demand for Bruckner’s church motets attracts attention. Bruckner’s motets are permeated by the search for a certain universal spiritual center, so their value today is incredibly high. There are a number of names of world-famous choral conductors who are actively appealing to Bruckner’s legacy: John Eliot Gardiner, Nigel Short, Nigel Short, Hans-Christoph Rademann, Stephen Layton, Erwin Ortner, Otto Kargl, Philipp Ahmann. The Tenebrae Choir is a professional English vocal ensemble founded in 2001 by singer and songwriter Nigel Short. The ensemble began its activity with the performance of N. Short’s author’s composition “Herod’s Dream”. Musicians prefer theatrical performances in religious buildings with extensive use of stage movements and atmospheric lighting. In his interpretation of Locus iste and Vexilla regis, N. Short adheres to a strict church style (which is also facilitated by the external entourage of the performance). However, we cannot speak of “academic” liturgical singing: it is not a service, but a concert performance, equally possible both in the church and on the stage. In our opinion, the performing versions of the motets presented in the article are convincing and as close as possible to the author’s idea. All key characters of the text are sustained and intoned. The dynamic profile of the whole is marked by extreme thoughtfulness and caution. And the main thing is to understand the essence of the problem.

In conclusion, we would like to offer a simple analogy that will help to see Bruckner’s motets from a different side. Everyone is familiar with the traditional concept of the law of a hierarchical world order in the form of a triangle directed upward. We collect all the strength of the soul to find and hear God – to reach the spiritual peak. But if you try to mentally turn the triangle upside down and at the same time open the corners of the shape, then a conditional base will appear at the top, and it is as if two face-arms, open to the sky, “stretch” towards it. The Divine is everywhere, and there is much more of It than a person. It is immeasurable, but one has to push off the ground in order to go beyond the limits of one’s capabilities and feel “the world of human participation” at the limit of human strength” (Mamardashvili, 2000: 220). Probably, this is how the Seagull named Jonathan saw infinity in order to go beyond the limits of one’s capabilities and feel “the world of human participation at the limit of human strength” (Mamardashvili, 2000: 220).
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